Innovative performance chip wiring diagram

There was an immediate increase in performance, and I'm seeing an unbelievable increase of 5
MPG! Not only that, I noticed a significant increase in fuel mileage. I can't thank your company
enough! Boost your horsepower, torque, throttle response and fuel economy with an advanced
Innovative Performance Chip! Whether your vehicle has a gasoline or diesel engine, an
Innovative Performance Chip is the answer to today's high fuel prices and all of us looking to
squeeze that hidden power and fuel economy out of your vehicle! We strived to create the most
high quality product in every aspect, delivering you the most affordable product without
sacrificing quality. All of our performance chips feature a high-end aluminum enclosure with an
extremely durable, high quality anodized finish available in an impressive range of colors. It's a
thousand tiny details that add up to something big. With over 75, performance chips sold to
customers on every continent, our performance chips are truly one of the most time-tested and
proven products available on the market! Now you can get very similar results from an
expensive power programmer for a fraction of the price - now that's a cheap performance chip!
Yes, that's right - we cover shipping both ways for a true risk-free purchase - there's absolutely
NO catch! Limited Time! Mega Sale Event. Risk-free Shopping No-hassle Return Policy. Contact
Information Email: Contact Us. Keep us updated on your build. Ask questions and discuss
technical information. Post news about Focus from around the internet. Just share what makes
your Focus awesome. Focus Fanatics Most active and easy to navigate place. Great technical
help. Some awesome build threads. FocalJet Commonly mentioned forum. Not as active as
FocusFanatics. Still a great community. Central Florida Motorsports Everything comes with
instructions. Customer service is awesome. They fabricate alot of their own parts, often for
cheaper than stock. FSWerks Good place for aftermarket parts. Lots of upgrades. Innovative
Performance Chip Warning self. This is a performance chip I purchased on Amazon about a
month ago. It splices into the wires on the Mass Airflow Sensor on a cold air intake, and from
what I understand, tells your car's computer that the air is colder than it actually is. I installed it
on my car using this wiring diagram I found online. The upper right of the diagram shows the
mass air senor. The chip needed to be spliced into two of the wires, however, there were 4 on
this airflow sensor. Using the diagram, I made an educated guess and installed them on the two
yellow and green electronic engine control wires. About 5 or 6 hours after installing the chip, I
reconnected the battery and drove about 2 hours away. This was the first time I encountered an
issue. An warning message popped up and made a 'new information message' noise like when
an oil change is needed or tire pressure is low on the driver side dash screen, but went away
before I had a chance to read it. The ABS, swerving, and other dashboard warning lights came
on for a split second as well. This happened often enough for the next few weeks almost
randomly. I managed to read the warning message that kept popping up for a split second,
which was "Uphill Assist not available". The message would pop up and stay a little bit longer
this time, long enough for me to figure out what it read. More recently, if I find myself running
the RPM's over , the same message will come up, and the dash will light up. It is more likely to
happen after my first 5 minutes of driving, but the it happens sporadically anytime after that 5
minute window. Sometimes it will just pop up once and make the noise, and at other times it will
happen three or four times consecutively. Other weird problems included bluetooth audio
cutting out randomly, the entire sync media screen blacking out for a split second, shutting the
music off with it as well, and the headlights dimming when shifting gears using the selectshift
feature. I could not find any information online on how to install this chip, and when I emailed
the manufacture, they never got back to me, So there is a possibility that I installed the chip
wrong. However, I did take the car in a few weeks ago for a software update for the
Transmission control module as part of a recall, and the dealership did not notice any issues
with it. So far the car runs fine and there is a bit of a performance gain, but I am afraid of the
cars electricity just cutting out on me while I am driving. Does this problem sound familiar to
anyone else on this subreddit? Ill update in case the problem persists. Thank you all for the
assistance. Do not keep this chip on your car. I repeat do not. Take it off. It's nothing more than
a scam. If you want to properly tune your car, look into SCT tuners. Being a naturally aspirated
car, you're not going to get much out of it regardless. Take it off because it will damage the car?
Or because its not doing anything. I believe that there is little to no gains, maybe just a placebo
effect, but what exactly about it is a scam? I not even entire sure what it is supposed to do, just
thought I would give it a try since the amazon reviews for this and others were not too bad. It's a
scam because you bought something claiming to improve performance when in reality it does
nothing. I not even gonna pretend to know what half of what you said is. But I see what you are
saying, as long as there is no permanent damage. The electrical issue you described sounds
like something I was running into on my old Oldsmobile Intrigue. For me it was a loose ground,
or rather, a number of loose grounds due to corrosion and engine movement. There were other
wires that looked corroded as well and were swapped out. It wasn't expensive, but still cost

more than I'd expected. Check any wires for damage and double check your grounds. As for the
chip; it sounds like those old "Fuel saving" devices they used to sell to unsuspecting people
just trying to save a few bucks. A rule of thumb is that performance doesn't come cheap or
easy. Good luck, and I hope you find the problem! I'll take a look at the ground. I've had an issue
with grounding before, so this may be it. I will also remove the chip and try to get my money
back for it. Thank you very much for the insight. Use of this site constitutes acceptance of our
User Agreement and Privacy Policy. All rights reserved. FordFocus comments. Want to join?
Log in or sign up in seconds. Submit a new link. Submit a new text post. Get an ad-free
experience with special benefits, and directly support Reddit. FordFocus join leave 9, readers
users here now Whether its an older ZX3 or a brand new ST this is the place to share your
Focus. Welcome to Reddit, the front page of the internet. Become a Redditor and join one of
thousands of communities. Want to add to the discussion? Post a comment! Create an account.
This is a review and analysis of the Innovative performance chip module. What is this product
and what does it do? The product is also available on ebay. The direct link to the product page
is here:. Since this product has a somewhat unique case and design, it should be interesting to
see what it actually does. This price is a little low to be a genuine performance chip. Hopefully
the chip will produce better results than most of the previous scam chips we reviewed. The
module comes in the anodized black aluminum case shown above, and includes the install
guide and install kit, which consists of two wire clamps, an alcohol wipe, and a velcro adhesive.
While the design looks impressive, we already have suspicions of what is actually inside the
box. There are only two wires coming out of the chip, which is very common with dangerous
IAT resistor scam chips. We strived to create the most high quality product in every aspect,
delivering you the most affordable product without sacrificing quality. All of our performance
chips feature a high-end aluminum enclosure with an extremely durable, high quality anodized
finish available in an impressive range of colors. With over 75, performance chips sold to
customers on every continent, our performance chips are truly one of the most time-tested and
proven products available on the market! We were immediately disappointed after unscrewing
the aluminum end cap and sliding out the thin circuit board shown above. The circuit board
itself was glued in with epoxy to prevent inspection, and the white residue of superglue can be
seen all over the inside of the module. This does not suggest the best in quality so far. However,
we will give it the benefit of the doubt and see what we observe. One troubling thing we see
upon closer examination is the fake traces connecting to the chip on the top side of the pcb.
The connections appear to connect to the chip, but actually they do not. They are drawn close
to the chip but do not actually connect to it. The only two connections to the chip are the top left
and bottom left see photo below :. If we turn the board over, we see more unsoldered
connections, essentially the same as the top â€” only two pins from the chip are even
connected. Also the pins are bent over the unsoldered solder pads, so some may connect or
may not, depending on if the module is shaken or moved â€” this is not something we would
want to connect to a vehicle we care about:. Essentially, we only have two connections to the
chip, out of 16 total pins. This is odd, as a real microprocessor will always have many more than
two connections. What is this chip if it is not a microprocessor? The answer is in plain sight.
Research on this part number returns the truth â€” it is not a microprocessor chip or a logic
chip. It is a resistor pack:. This explains why only the left two pins are connected! The left two
pins, 1 and 14, are the first 38K OHM resistor! So essentially what we have here is a circuit
board with two wires and a 38K OHM resistor. This is just another dangerous IAT hack. We
verified this by connecting an ohmmeter across the two wires:. This proves there is nothing but
a 38K Ohm resistor connected to the two wires. The only reason they chose to use this resistor
pack instead of a traditional resistor is to hopefully fool the user into thinking it is a real chip
and not a resistor, but it is essentially the same:. We connected the Innovative performance
chip module as instructed to the IAT sensor in our test vehicle. This is another major red flag,
but we did so. Upon reconnecting it and starting the engine, we immediately noticed rough
idling as well as a new error code being set. No improved power, just more issues! We
immediately turned the vehicle off and removed the chip. After starting the vehicle again, the
idle immediately returned to normal. We followed the instructions to give it the benefit of the
doubt, andâ€¦â€¦ nothing. No power increase, no mileage increase. We did, however, have a nice
looking case under the hood! It is clear from our analysis so far that the Innovative Performance
Chip module is nothing but a resistor and cannot hold real vehicle ECU maps. The circuit, like
the numerous other IAT chip scams, connect across a sensor on the engine, telling the engine
to alter the ratio of fuel going to the engine. While it may improve power on some engines, on
others, like ours, it causes rough idling, and on others it can cause ECU damage. We would not
recommend it as IAT scams have been widely known to cause random vehicle issues. From our
research and review, it is our opinion that the Innovative performance chip module is a

dangerous IAT resistor scam. It may also cause ECU damage, so we suggest avoiding it at all
costs. While this is a good thing, we would not suggest relying on this to begin with â€” it is not
a chip, but a resistor! You definitely want to pass on this one! Your email address will not be
published. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment. Skip
to content. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. Average
Horsepower HP Gain:. Average Torque TQ Gain:. Company Communication:. Processing
Speed:. Total Rating. Innovative Performance Chip Wiring Diagram â€” wiring diagram is a
simplified customary pictorial representation of an electrical circuit. It shows the components of
the circuit as simplified shapes, and the capacity and signal contacts with the devices. A wiring
diagram usually gives instruction nearly the relative slant and harmony of devices and terminals
upon the devices, to support in building or servicing the device. A pictorial diagram would
exploit more detail of the brute appearance, whereas a wiring diagram uses a more symbolic
notation to heighten interconnections exceeding creature appearance. A wiring diagram is often
used to troubleshoot problems and to make definite that every the friends have been made and
that all is present. Architectural wiring diagrams acquit yourself the approximate locations and
interconnections of receptacles, lighting, and long-lasting electrical facilities in a building.
Interconnecting wire routes may be shown approximately, where particular receptacles or
fixtures must be upon a common circuit. Wiring diagrams use agreeable symbols for wiring
devices, usually substitute from those used upon schematic diagrams. The electrical symbols
not deserted deed where something is to be installed, but as well as what type of device is
being installed. For example, a surface ceiling vivacious is shown by one symbol, a recessed
ceiling buoyant has a different symbol, and a surface fluorescent vivacious has choice symbol.
Each type of switch has a vary tale and appropriately complete the various outlets. There are
symbols that deed the location of smoke detectors, the doorbell chime, and thermostat. A set of
wiring diagrams may be required by the electrical inspection authority to take on attachment of
the residence to the public electrical supply system. Wiring diagrams will also put in panel
schedules for circuit breaker panelboards, and riser diagrams for special facilities such as flare
alarm or closed circuit television or supplementary special services. Necessary cookies are
absolutely essential for the website to function properly. This category only includes cookies
that ensures basic functionalities and security features of the website. These cookies do not
store any personal information. Any cookies that may not be particularly necessary for the
website to function and is used specifically to collect user personal data via analytics, ads,
other embedded contents are termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory to procure user
consent prior to running these cookies on your website. Battery isolator Wiring Diagram Wiring
Diagram views. This website uses cookies to improve your experience. We'll assume you're ok
with this, but you can opt-out if you wish. Accept Reject Read More. Close Privacy Overview
This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website.
Out of these, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they
are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party
cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be
stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these
cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may affect your browsing experience.
Necessary Necessary. Non-necessary Non-necessary. From our research and review, it is our
opinion that the Innovative performance chip module is a dangerous IAT resistor scam. It may
also cause ECU damage, so we suggest avoiding it at all costs. While this is a good thing, we
would not suggest relying on this, to begin with â€” it is not a chip, but a resistor! You definitely
want to pass on this one! The product is also available on ebay. The direct link to the product
page is here:. Since this product has a somewhat unique case and design, it should be
interesting to see what it actually does. This price is a little low to be a genuine performance
chip. Hopefully the chip will produce better results than most of the previous scam chips we
reviewed. The module comes in the anodized black aluminum case shown above and includes
the install guide and install kit, which consists of two wire clamps, an alcohol wipe, and a velcro
adhesive. While the design looks impressive, we already have suspicions of what is actually
inside the box. There are only two wires coming out of the chip, which is very common with
dangerous IAT resistor scam chips. We strived to create the most high-quality product in every
aspect, delivering you the most affordable product without sacrificing quality. All of our
performance chips feature a high-end aluminum enclosure with an extremely durable,
high-quality anodized finish available in an impressive range of colors. With over 75,
performance chips sold to customers on every continent, our performance chips are truly one
of the most time-tested and proven products available on the market! We were immediately
disappointed after unscrewing the aluminum end cap and sliding out the thin circuit board
shown above. The circuit board itself was glued in with epoxy to prevent inspection, and the

white residue of superglue can be seen all over the inside of the module. This does not suggest
the best in quality so far. However, we will give it the benefit of the doubt and see what we
observe. One troubling thing we see upon closer examination is the fake traces connecting to
the chip on the top side of the PCB. The connections appear to connect to the chip, but actually,
they do not. They are drawn close to the chip but do not actually connect to it. The only two
connections to the chip are the top left and bottom left see photo below :. If we turn the board
over, we see more unsoldered connections, essentially the same as the top â€” only two pins
from the chip are even connected. Also, the pins are bent over the unsoldered solder pads, so
some may connector may not, depending on if the module is shaken or moved â€” this is not
something we would want to connect to a vehicle we care about:. Essentially, we only have two
connections to the chip, out of 16 total pins. This is odd, as a real microprocessor will always
have many more than two connections. What is this chip if it is not a microprocessor? The
answer is in plain sight. Research on this part number returns the truth â€” it is not a
microprocessor chip or a logic chip. It is a resistor pack:. This explains why only the left two
pins are connected! The left two pins, 1 and 14, are the first 38K OHM resistor! So essentially
what we have here is a circuit board with two wires and a 38K OHM resistor. This is just another
dangerous IAT hack. We verified this by connecting an ohmmeter across the two wires:. This
proves there is nothing but a 38K Ohm resistor connected to the two wires. The only reason
they chose to use this resistor pack instead of a traditional resistor is to hopefully fool the user
into thinking it is a real chip and not a resistor, but it is essentially the same:. We connected the
Innovative performance chip module as instructed to the IAT sensor in our test vehicle. This is
another major red flag, but we did so. Upon reconnecting it and starting the engine, we
immediately noticed rough idling, as well as a new error code being set. No improved power,
just more issues! We immediately turned the vehicle off and removed the chip. After starting the
vehicle again, the idle immediately returned to normal. We followed the instructions to give it
the benefit of the doubt, andâ€¦â€¦ nothing. No power increase, no mileage increase. We did,
however, have a nice looking case under the hood! It is clear from our analysis so far that the
Innovative Performance Chip module is nothing but a resistor and cannot hold real vehicle ECU
maps. The circuit, like the numerous other IAT chip scams, connects across a sensor on the
engine, telling the engine to alter the ratio of fuel going to the engine. While it may improve
power on some engines, on others, like ours, it causes rough idling, and on others, it can cause
ECU damage. We would not recommend it as IAT scams have been widely known to cause
random vehicle issues. Skip to content. Innovative Performance Chip. From our Analysis: From
our research and review, it is our opinion that the Innovative performance chip module is a
dangerous IAT resistor scam. Product Appearance Innovative Performance Chip OBD2 Package
and Installation Kit The module comes in the anodized black aluminum case shown above and
includes the install guide and install kit, which consists of two wire clamps, an alcohol wipe,
and a velcro adhesive. From the gainmpg. Where to buy? Did you own this product? From our
research and review, it is our opinion that the Innovative performance chip module is a
dangerous IAT resistor scam. It may also cause ECU damage, so we suggest avoiding it at all
costs. While this is a good thing, we would not suggest relying on this, to begin with â€” it is
not a chip, but a resistor! You definitely want to pass on this one! The product is also available
on ebay. The direct link to the product page is here:. Since this product has a somewhat unique
case and design, it should be interesting to see what it actually does. This price is a little low to
be a genuine performance chip. Hopefully the chip will produce better results than most of the
previous scam chips we reviewed. The module comes in the anodized black aluminum case
shown above and includes the install guide and install kit, which consists of two wire clamps,
an alcohol wipe, and a velcro adhesive. While the design looks impressive, we already have
suspicions of what is actually inside the box. There are only two wires coming out of the chip,
which is very common with dangerous IAT resistor scam chips. We strived to create the most
high-quality product in every aspect, delivering you the most affordable product without
sacrificing quality. All of our performance chips feature a high-end aluminum enclosure with an
extremely durable, high-quality anodized finish available in an impressive range of colors. With
over 75, performance chips sold to customers on every continent, our performance chips are
truly one of the most time-tested and proven products available on the market! We were
immediately disappointed after unscrewing the aluminum end cap and sliding out the thin
circuit board shown above. The circuit board itself was glued in with epoxy to prevent
inspection, and the white residue of superglue can be seen all over the inside of the module.
This does not suggest the best in quality so far. However, we will give it the benefit of the doubt
and see what we observe. One troubling thing we see upon closer examination is the fake
traces connecting to the chip on the top side of the PCB. The connections appear to connect to
the chip, but actually, they do not. They are drawn close to the chip but do not actually connect

to it. The only two connections to the chip are the top left and bottom left see photo below :. If
we turn the board over, we see more unsoldered connections, essentially the same as the top
â€” only two pins from the chip are even connected. Also, the pins are bent over the unsoldered
solder pads, so some may connector may not, depending on if the module is shaken or moved
â€” this is not something we would want to connect to a vehicle we care about:. Essentially, we
only have two connections to the chip, out of 16 total pins. This is odd, as a real microprocessor
will always have many more than two connections. What is this chip if it is not a
microprocessor? The answer is in plain sight. Research on this part number returns the truth
â€” it is not a microprocessor chip or a logic chip. It is a resistor pack:. This explains why only
the left two pins are connected! The left two pins, 1 and 14, are the first 38K OHM resistor! So
essentially what we have here is a circuit board with two wires and a 38K OHM resistor. This is
just another dangerous IAT hack. We verified this by connecting an ohmmeter across the two
wires:. This proves there is nothing but a 38K Ohm resistor connected to the two wires. The
only reason they chose to use this resistor pack instead of a traditional resistor is to hopefully
fool the user into thinking it is a real chip and not a resistor, but it is essentially the same:. We
connected the Innovative performance chip module as instructed to the IAT sensor in our test
vehicle. This is another major red flag, but we did so. Upon reconnecting it and starting the
engine, we immediately noticed rough idling, as well as a new error code being set. No
improved power, just more issues! We immediately turned the vehicle off and removed the chip.
After starting the vehicle again, the idle immediately returned to normal. We followed the
instructions to give it the benefit of the doubt, andâ€¦â€¦ nothing. No power increase, no mileage
increase. We did, however, have a nice looking case under the hood! It is clear from our
analysis so far that the Innovative Performance Chip module is nothing but a resistor and
cannot hold real vehicle ECU maps. The circuit, like the numerous other IAT chip scams,
connects across a sensor on the engine, telling the engine to alter the ratio of fuel going
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to the engine. While it may improve power on some engines, on others, like ours, it causes
rough idling, and on others, it can cause ECU damage. We would not recommend it as IAT
scams have been widely known to cause random vehicle issues. Hi there, I discovered your site
via Google at the same time as looking for a comparable topic, your site came up, it appears
great. Your email address will not be published. Skip to content. Innovative Performance Chip.
From our Analysis: From our research and review, it is our opinion that the Innovative
performance chip module is a dangerous IAT resistor scam. Product Appearance Innovative
Performance Chip OBD2 Package and Installation Kit The module comes in the anodized black
aluminum case shown above and includes the install guide and install kit, which consists of two
wire clamps, an alcohol wipe, and a velcro adhesive. From the gainmpg. Where to buy? Did you
own this product? Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published.

